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er's basic reliance upon industrial self-government and the
latter* s growing resort to legal compulsion.
Hoover termed the campaign of 1932 "a contest between
two philosophies of government/* individualism against
regimentation. Roosevelt saw it as a dilemma between two
theories of prosperity: one which sought to make the rich
richer in the hope that some benefit would trickle down to
the common man, the other "that if we make the average of
mankind comfortable and secure, their prosperity will rise
upward, just as yeast rises up, through the ranks/' In prac-
tice, as the future would demonstrate, this largely meant that
government should regulate wealth more firmly, taxing
profits and income while spending more freely for the com-
mon man's benefit. Was it the business of government to do
these things? Herein lay the essence of their disagreement.
A liberal aristocrat whose roots belonged to agrarian
rather than industrial America, Roosevelt in the approved
tradition of Thomas Jefferson, Charles Pinckney and Ed-
ward Livingston joined the obligations of public service to a
deepening concern for the less fortunate—as if his own phys-
ical handicap had given him the key of intuitive sympathy
for all disadvantaged. A lover of fair play and a humanitar-
ian, he believed passionately in decent treatment for all human
beings. The pinch of poverty and the grind of exploitation
he had never known save from the lips of others, such as the
little band of enthusiastic organizers in the Women's Trade
Union League whose visits to him in his convalescent days
may largely have molded his attitude toward labor and its
problems of health and wages. His qualities of heart and
imagination transcended those of cool intellectual analysis.
On the other hand, his opponents never tired of pointing
out that Roosevelt, born with a silver spoon in his mouth,
was prone to assume an aristocrat's attitude toward money
very unlike that of Hoover, the self-made Iowa farm boy.
As private citizen and as governor of New York Roosevelt
was manifestly an easy spender, to whom the disbursement

